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Hello Swamp Foxes,  Welcome to the November 2019 Newsletter.

Hopefully we have all had some time at the benches, I look forward to seeing some of your work at 
the next meeting Wednesday 20th November 18.00 – 20.00 at Lexington Main Library.

November's meeting saw  19 members attend,  The President opened the meeting, First business was 
the Club Officer Elections,  November will see the Affirmation of the nominees by show of hand.
It was then onto the rest of the agenda and any other business, After which it was onto the show and 
tell of Members models and we had a nice diverse selection to enjoy as always, some really great 
builds and in progress work as always.

From the Front Office… 

Howdy, all. Here’s what’s going on…
 
1. Club Officer Elections:  Last month, we held officer nominations.  The nominees are:

President: Ralph Nardone
Vice President:  Matthew Goodman
Treasurer:  Tom Wingate

Since the incumbents were the only nominees, the club decided that the election will be a 
show-of-hands affirmation of the nominees.  No written ballots will be used.

2. SIDNA Sale:  The Second Annual SIDNA Sale will be held on Saturday, 7 December 
at the Genova Karate Studio (address below).  The hours are 9AM until around 2PM.  
If you want to reserve a slot, contact David Hoover at onesawman@gmail.com.  The 
same rules from last year apply: Two slots per vendor on a first come-first served 
basis, vendors supply their own tables.

There are still 10 open slots available.  Contact David if you want to sell kits.  

3. June 2020 show:  The Vendor and Raffle letters are ready to mail; they should be on 
the way by the end of the month.

The final show committee consists of:

AMPS Co-Chairman:  Mike Roof
IPMS Co-Chairman:  Ralph Nardone
Facilities/Graphics:  Jeff Nelson
Vendors:  Tim Darrah and Brad Shealy
Raffle:  Donnie Greenway and Kevin Cook
Contest:  Dave Varettoni (AMPS) and Eric Schrowang (IPMS)
Public Relations/Adult Supervision:  Matthew Goodman

Our theme, for those that missed it, is “20/20 Vision: I See You!”

Flyers are being created and the website is being updated.

mailto:onesawman@gmail.com


4. Models, models, models:  That’s why we do what we do.  Whether complete or in 
progress, bring ‘em in so we can all ooh and aah.

5. Program:  We’ll have a discussion on research and reference at tonight’s meeting.

6. Area Clubs:  Don’t forget the other modeling organizations in the area:

a. SCMA, First Monday of the month, 7PM, Genova Karate, 169-B Hwy 378 West, 
Lexington.  

AMPS Central South Carolina, 6:00 PM, Second Wednesday of the month, Richland Library, 
763 Fashion Drive, Columbia.  

SPOOKY
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AC-47D “SPOOKY”

How the AC-47 Gunship Went to War in Vietnam

The AC-47 gunship proved the concept of the aerial gunship as a close support weapon 
in the skies over Vietnam. It also helped create an even more powerful weapon.

The night of October 17, 1969, was a harrowing one for the South Vietnamese soldiers 
at Phung Hiep Army outpost. Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army troops had 
attacked, showering the small base with mortar and machine-gun fire. Quickly the base 
was in danger of being overrun. But before the communists could attain their victory, 
help arrived for the beleaguered defenders. 

Old “Spooky”   

South Vietnamese Captain Huynh Van Tong appeared in the skies over the battle at the 
controls of an AC-47 gunship. Flares dropped from the circling aircraft, illuminating the 
torn ground below. His targets identified, Tong and his crew opened fire with their 
three 7.62mm miniguns. Tracers leapt from the six-barreled weapons so fast it seemed 
as if hoses were dispensing luminous water over the battlefield. Sometimes the rounds 
ricocheted, flying into the air like sparks from a giant welder.  Soon ground attack 
aircraft appeared. Each one was ready to drop a deadly payload. Tong acted as an air 
controller for the waves of arriving U.S. Air Force F-100s. He directed the aircraft on 
their bombing runs and coordinated their actions. Even as the pilot did so, he kept his 
own plane in the fight, paying out his ammunition load three times during the night for 
a total of 63,000 rounds expended. Twice after the ordnance load was expended he 
returned to base, rearmed, and went back into the air. The enemy attack was repelled, 
and Trong received an air medal for his skill and determination.

The AC-47, affectionately known by U.S. troops as “Spooky,” was the aircraft that 
proved the concept of the aerial fixed-wing gunship as a close air support weapon. 
Fixed wing refers to a standard airplane as opposed to a helicopter or rotary wing 
aircraft. The first gunships such as the AC-47 were converted cargo planes. These 
former transport planes were prized for their endurance, being designed to stay aloft 
for long periods. Their size allowed them to carry substantial weapon and ordnance 
loads. In this case, the aircraft’s slow speed was an advantage, lengthening loiter time 
over a target and increasing accuracy.



Before the U.S. Air Force began testing the gunship theory, these aircraft began their 
lives two decades earlier as simply Douglas C-47 Skytrain cargo planes, the ubiquitous 
Allied transport of World War II. They were produced in the thousands and used for 
everything from transporting cargo to ferrying paratroopers to their drop zones. The C-
47 gave excellent service throughout the war, but rapidly advancing technology and 
design rendered the aircraft obsolete in the years afterward. Despite being eclipsed by 
newer planes, the C-47 soldiered on due to its ruggedness, simplicity, and ability to 
operate from even the most rudimentary of airstrips.

By the early 1960s, the U.S. Air Force began experimenting with side-firing gunships for 
potential use in the small conflicts that seemed to be brewing everywhere during that 
decade. The C-47D was chosen as an easy and inexpensive platform. Early prototypes 
were finished in 1964, designated the FC-47D for fighter cargo. The Air Force changed 
the designation to AC-47D for attack cargo, allegedly due to loud complaints being put 
forward by traditional fighter pilots who did not want competition from what they 
considered an ungainly aircraft.

1930s Avionics With Cutting-Edge Weapons   

The AC-47D shared the same characteristics of a standard C-47. The plane had a 
wingspan of 95 feet, a length of just under 64.5 feet, and sat almost 17 feet high. It was 
propelled by a pair of Pratt and Whitney radial engines, which produced 1,200 
horsepower each. AC-47Ds had a maximum speed of 229 miles per hour but cruised at 
150 miles per hour with a normal range of 1,500 miles. The AC-47 had a loiter time of 
seven hours, allowing it to remain over a target area for extended periods. The ideal 
operating altitude for the aircraft during combat missions was 3,000 feet above ground 
level. 

What set the AC-47 apart from its more mundane cousins was the armament it carried. 
The cargo version was unarmed. AC-47s sported a trio of M-134 7.62mm, multi-
barreled miniguns. All three weapons were trained out the left side of the plane so that
their firepower could be concentrated on a single target. The original design allowed a 
rate of fire of 6,000 rounds per minute, but in practice this was often set at 3,000 
rounds per minute. The AC-47 carried a standard load of 21,000 rounds to feed these 
fast-firing arms. Early versions of the aircraft sported up to 10 .30-caliber machine guns 
as an interim measure until a proper armament could be installed. Flares were carried 
to illuminate targets at night, a vital necessity since many Viet Cong/North Vietnamese 
Army attacks usually occurred during darkness. Between 24 and 56 flares were carried 



depending on mission requirements. The MK-24 flare had two million candlepower and
lasted three minutes.

Simplicity was the defining feature of the AC-47. It carried no complex electronics or 
sophisticated fire control systems. The aircraft’s avionics and systems were essentially 
1930s technology, proven and reliable. Even the flares were deployed by a crewman 
simply dropping them out the door when the pilot signaled by flashing the cargo 
compartment’s light. The plane carried a crew of seven: pilot, co-pilot, navigator, flight 
engineer, loadmaster, and two gunners. It flew low enough that targets were acquired 
visually, and aiming the fixed machine guns was simply a function of properly 
maneuvering the plane, a procedure that came quickly with experience.

The Concept of the Side-Firing Weapons System

But getting to this point had actually taken decades. The concept of a plane carrying 
side-firing guns was not new, but it had never caught on with aviation leaders or 
designers. One of the first people to develop the idea was Lieutenant Gilmour 
McDonald, an Army officer in the Coast Artillery. He suggested an aircraft with side-
firing guns for attacking German U-boats; rather than dive on the target, attack, and 
then circle for another pass, such a plane would simply fly around the target in a circle, 
a technique known as a pylon turn. The aircraft’s armament would then always be 
pointed at the target, allowing continuous engagement. The idea found no purchase 
and languished until 1963, when a friend of McDonald’s, an engineer at Bell, realized 
the concept had merit and took it to U.S. Air Force Captain John Simons, who touted it 
as a method for engaging guerrilla fighters. Another version of the story claims the 
concept was derived from missionaries in South America, who lowered supplies in 
baskets from tightly turning airplanes, which kept the baskets still relative to the 
ground.  Simons’ superiors were initially skeptical but eventually gave him a C-131 
transport to test the theory, now named Project Tailchaser. Funding issues prevented 
the program from carrying out a significant amount of testing until the arrival of 
Captain Ron Terry, who had just completed a tour in Vietnam in which he studied in-
country air operations. Terry knew the Viet Cong often attacked at night when fast-
moving fighters had difficulty tracking the elusive enemy. At the time C-47s were used 
to drop flares during night battles with great success. Terry looked through the project 
reports and stumbled upon Project Tailchaser. He went on a test flight and was 
convinced the idea had merit. He soon convinced a number of high-ranking officers of 
the method’s utility, including General Curtis Lemay, who authorized Terry to take the 
nine minigun prototypes to Vietnam and test the concept.



Political opposition within the Air Force almost ended the experiment before it began. 
Some leaders feared arming cargo aircraft would encourage the Army to do the same 
with its cargo planes and helicopters, diminishing the U.S. Air Force’s utility and 
competitiveness for budget dollars. For this reason, Terry and his people were nearly 
sent back home after their arrival in Vietnam. But cooler heads prevailed, and Terry was
soon at work.

Political opposition within the Air Force almost ended the experiment before it began. 
Some leaders feared arming cargo aircraft would encourage the Army to do the same 
with its cargo planes and helicopters, diminishing the U.S. Air Force’s utility and 
competitiveness for budget dollars. For this reason, Terry and his people were nearly 
sent back home after their arrival in Vietnam. But cooler heads prevailed, and Terry was
soon at work.

“  We Opened Fire and It Scared Me Half to Death”   

A pair of C-47s from the First Air Commando Squadron were armed and tested. On its 
first night mission, the FC-47 (as it was still known then) was called upon to defend a 
Special Forces base at Tranh Yend in the Mekong Delta on the night of December 23-24,
1964. After deploying several parachute flares, the plane cut loose with a three-second 
burst. “We opened fire and it scared me half to death,” recalled one of the crew. “I 
thought the guns had blown up. Flames not only came out of the muzzles but also blew
back inside where they licked around the cans where the spent cartridges were going. It
was really noisy too, with the din from all three guns going [simultaneously].” The plane
fired a total of 4,500 rounds, and the shocked Viet Cong quickly retreated. The aircraft 
repeated this success 20 minutes later at another camp at nearby Trung Hung, driving 
the enemy off.

Other missions went equally well, and before the test period ended General Joseph 
Moore, U.S. Air Force commander of air operations in Vietnam, requested an entire 
squadron of the gunships. It was during this time the gunship acquired its two famous 
nicknames, “Spooky” from its radio call sign and “Puff the Magic Dragon” from the 
popular song of the time. By the following November, 20 C-47s had been pulled from 
the boneyard and refurbished as gunships, now called the AC-47. 

These planes were assigned to the 4th Air Commando Squadron, which began flying 
regular missions in support of Special Forces camps and other vulnerable bases. 
Overall, the AC-47s gave much worse than they received. Heavy casualties were 
inflicted on the enemy with few aircraft lost. Although the aircraft had to fly in a 
predictable circle, the enemy often lacked the heavy weapons to return fire effectively. 



Sometimes AC-47 crews found themselves in dire circumstances. On March 9, 1966, an 
AC-47 was given the mission of defending the A Shau Special Forces camp from a North 
Vietnamese Army attack that threatened to overrun it. There was very low cloud cover 
over the camp, forcing the pilot to take the plane below 400 feet to engage the enemy. 
This time the North Vietnamese had some heavy weapons, including .50-caliber 
machine guns. The AC-47 made one pass, firing at the hostile combatants below. On its 
second pass, the plane took enemy fire, which blew off the right engine. Within 
seconds the other engine was also knocked out, and the plane crashed on the slope of 
a nearby mountain. One crew member was injured, both legs broken. The rest of the 
crew set up a perimeter and awaited rescue.  

Within 15 minutes the enemy attacked, was defeated, and attacked again, killing 
the pilot and previously injured airman. The surviving crew beat back the second 
attack. Soon a helicopter arrived to rescue them, but it was taken under fire by an 
enemy machine gun. Co-pilot Lieutenant Delbert Peterson charged the machine 
gun with an M-16 and a .38 revolver, suppressing it long enough for the helicopter
to rescue the three other surviving crewmen. Peterson was left behind; his body 
was not found by a Special Forces team sent to find him later. The young pilot 
would be classified as missing in action and later awarded the Air Force Cross. 
Long after the war ended, he was reclassified as killed in action. 

Another AC-47 airman was awarded the Medal of Honor for his actions. On February 
24, 1969, an AC-47 designated Spooky 71 was defending the Army base at Long Binh 
from a determined communist attack. Airman 1st Class John Levitow was the 
loadmaster aboard that aircraft. The gunship dropped flares on enemy positions and 
fired at them with its miniguns. As it circled, an enemy mortar round suddenly hit the 
right wing, exploding in a shower of shrapnel that sliced into the aircraft, wounding five 
men including Levitow. The young flyer had more than 40 wounds on his body, and one 
of his legs was partially numbed.

Despite his injuries Levitow dragged an unconscious comrade away from the plane’s 
open door. As he did so he saw a 24-pound MK-24 magnesium flare, armed and lying 
nearby. Smoke poured from it; it was about to ignite. If it did the entire plane would go 
down in flames. Levitow grabbed the flare and crawled toward the door, dragging it 
with him. He managed to push it out the door just before it went off, saving the aircraft 
and the seven men aboard.

The AC-47 had 3,500 holes in it, including a large one in the wing from the mortar 
impact, but the pilot made a successful emergency landing. Levitow recovered from his 
wounds and flew another 20 combat missions.



The success of the AC-47 led to more of them being built and sent to Vietnam. Two 
more squadrons, the 3rd and the 5th, were formed, and all three units came under the 
control of the 14th Air Commando Wing. A total of 53 C-47Ds were converted to 
gunships with 15 of them lost between 1965 and 1969. The planes were so effective 
Terry, now promoted to major, began to develop better ones using newer aircraft, such 
as the AC-119 and AC-130. These airframes could carry more effective weaponry and 
were more survivable than the relatively small, slow AC-47.

Use in the South Vietnamese Air Force

The last American-flown AC-47 mission over Vietnam took place in December 1969, 
although the South Vietnamese and Royal Laotian Air Forces continued using them. By 
then they had defended more than 4,000 outposts and bases, and the crews bragged 
no post defended by one of their planes had ever fallen. A few of the planes were sent 
to Laos, but the more mountainous terrain and better antiaircraft defenses raised 
losses significantly.

The AC-47’s story was not yet over. The aircraft were transferred to the South 
Vietnamese Air Force, where they continued in service until that nation fell in 1975. The
817th Combat Squadron was equipped with 16 AC-47s at the end of August 1969. It 
provided the Vietnamese their only gunships until the latter half of 1971.

On November 7, 1969, a South Vietnamese Air Force AC-47 designated Fire Dragon 03 
flew in support of a Vietnamese Army battalion being overrun in a village near Ton Son 
Nhut Airbase. The pilot, Major Nguyen Son, laid his fire in a circle around the village and
then strafed a creek bed the North Vietnamese Army was using to move troops. 
Running low on ammunition, Son called for help, and a U.S. Air Force AC-47 arrived. The
U.S. plane lacked a translator, so Son, who spoke English, directed it onto the target.

The South Vietnamese Air Force also had success with the simple, rugged AC-47. Many 
of its pilots had flown C-47s for years; the average South Vietnamese AC-47 pilot had 
2,000 hours flying time in the aircraft before he even arrived at the 817th. Their greater
familiarity with the terrain allowed them to acquire targets more quickly, particularly at 
night. A number of South Vietnamese AC-47 crews also flew missions over Laos, helping
to interdict the enemy supply lines along the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

Between November 1969 and May 1970, the AC-47s of the 817th Squadron flew 507 
sorties, fired more than eight million rounds of ammunition, and dropped almost 7,000 
flares. Sortie rates dropped during the rainy season as weather grounded the aircraft. 
Often troops on the ground would defend their outpost more steadily if they knew an 



AC-47 was present. 

The Royal Laotian Air Force

The other major user of the AC-47 in Southeast Asia was the Royal Laotian Air Force. A 
number of the planes were transferred to it under the Military Assistance Program in 
June 1970. The Royal Laotian Air Force had less operational experience than the South 
Vietnamese Air Force, so there were difficulties with the pilots lacking skills in map 
reading and night flying. They seemed particularly afraid of flying in the mountains at 
night. The aircraft were also getting rather worn by this point, and maintenance 
problems were increasing. Even with these problems the crews were motivated to fix 
the planes and take them into action. Even the U.S. ambassador got involved, writing a 
report stating extensive training was required before the Royal Laotian Air Force would 
have enough qualified pilots to take part in combat operations. 

Other problems seemed almost comical. The crews would regularly sell all the brass 
from expended ammunition and split the proceeds among themselves. Soon the crews 
would always expend their ammunition loads at the highest firing rate, even when they 
had no target. Aside from the cost of ammunition replacement, this became expensive 
in terms of replacing barrels and batteries in the guns. American advisers had to work 
to overcome all these issues.

Eventually, though, the Royal Laotian Air Force’s AC-47s began to perform. One adviser 
admitted he never thought they would fly even 200 sorties per month, but in February 
1971 they attained 211 sorties. Afterward they were flying eight sorties per night. 
Despite their problems even the Royal Laotian Air Force could boast it never lost a 
position defended by an AC-47. 

The U.S. Air Force has continued using the AC-130 to this day, with the latest versions 
serving effectively in the Middle East. The lineage of that aircraft can be traced directly 
back to the AC-47, which proved the concept of fixed-wing gunships. The idea was not 
considered credible initially, as evidenced by the fact the U.S. Air Force risked only a 
handful of obsolete transports and a few prototype M134 machine guns, minimizing its 
loss if Project Tailchaser failed.

In this case, simplicity saved the day. The AC-47 was so uncomplicated there was little 
that could go wrong with it. Lacking complex targeting systems or electronics, the 
officer developing the Spooky went with simple techniques that proved effective. The 
AC-47 was so effective and well known that even today, American troops refer to U.S. 



Air Force gunships as “Puffs.”

Credit to the Warfare History Network for much of the information in this article.            

                                                             AC-47D Pics

                                               AC-47D of the 4th Special Operations Squadron 

                                                   AC-47D in it's revetment



                              3 x 7.62 Mini Guns in window openings + Flare container

                                    Window mounted guns rear most window was a modification



                               2 window mounted guns and 1 in door opening

                                            10 x Browning armed FC-47D



                                                   3 x 7.62 Mini Guns  (GE MXU-470/A)   

                                 Another version of the Mini Gun (GE SUU-11A/A)



                                              A Twin Browning from the 10 gun FC-47D

                                                    Target Illuminating flare and Launcher



                                                         The Dragon Breathes

      Gunship Mission complete (not a AC-47 but same outcome lots of brass and clips)



Modelling the AC-47D

Plenty out there for the modeler to work with,

1/48 scale has AC-47D's from Revell and Monogram

1/72 scale has offerings from Airfix and Italeri

1/144 scale is served by Roden

Aftermarket covers everything from Decals to Barrels, Eduard has Photo Etch and 
Masks

I found a nice online conversion article for the FC-47D 10 barreled Browning version, 

Andrew Garcia uses the Monogram C-47D Skytrain kit.

https://modelingmadness.com/review/viet/us/garciaac472.htm 

A link to a walk round https://www.cybermodeler.com/aircraft/c-47/ac-
47_walk.shtml 

John Currie

https://www.cybermodeler.com/aircraft/c-47/ac-47_walk.shtml
https://www.cybermodeler.com/aircraft/c-47/ac-47_walk.shtml
https://modelingmadness.com/review/viet/us/garciaac472.htm


                               The U.S. Air Force’s Sikorsky Sea Kings 
 
In the mid-1950’s, the U.S. Navy went looking for a new, dedicated 
antisubmarine warfare aircraft.  They had been using the Sikorsky HSS-1 the 
ASW version of the venerable H-34 (Sikorsky model S-58), but these were 
usually employed as part of a Hunter/Killer team.  The Navy wanted to combine 
the roles into one aircraft with greater range and endurance.  What came out of 
the design studies was a helicopter with a sealed, amphibious hull and twin 
turboshaft engines, the first for ASW platforms.  It was internally known as the S-
61, but the Navy initially designated it HSS-2.  When the Department of Defense
implemented the Tri-Service Aircraft Designation System in 1962, the 
nomenclature changed to SH-3.  The Navy would bestow the name “Sea King” 
on their new helicopter.  During its career, the Sea King would not only serve in 
the ASW role, it would also become a cargo, airborne early warning, combat 
search and rescue, and Medevac helicopter used by many worldwide operators.

It is fairly well known to rotary wing geeks that the Navy’s Sikorsky SH-3 Sea 
King was developed into the derivative S-61R/HH-3 “Jolly Green Giant” 
helicopter.  The latter used the power train from the Sea King but a new fuselage
did away with the sealed boat-tail hull and added a rear ramp.  The USAF used 
these HH-3C and HH-3E aircraft for many years as part of their Combat Search 
and Rescue (CSAR) program. 
 
However, the Air Force was introduced to the type in the early 1960’s when they 
acquired a handful of the Navy’s new SH-3A Sea King helicopters as part of a 
program dedicated to aerospace defense, offshore radar platforms called the 
Texas Towers.

The Texas Towers
The Texas Towers were offshore airborne early warning search radar platforms. 
It was determined that placing the towers offshore would enable the radars to 
detect enemy aircraft earlier, giving an additional 30 to 45 minutes’ time to 
intercept and destroy them.  Five of the Texas Towers were to have been built, 
but in the end only three were built and made operational—Texas Tower (TT) 2, 
TT-3, and TT-4.  They were built ashore and towed to their mooring locations, 
much like an oil drilling platform (in fact, their design was based on oil drilling 
platforms off the Texas coast, hence the name Texas Tower).  Once they were 
moored to the sea floor, the radar and other systems were installed.

Each tower was triangular in shape; each side was 200 feet in length.  They 
were built on legs to hold the platform 70 feet above the water.  The platform 
had two levels—the lower level housed the crew, and the upper level contained 



the radar arrays and control shacks.  A landing area occupied nearly half of the 
upper level.  Two of the legs were used as fuel oil storage; the third housed the 
uptake pipe for the onboard desalination plant.

Each tower had three radar systems:  An AN/FPS-3 search radar (later replaced
with an AN/FPS-20 system) and a pair of AN/FPS-6 height finding radars.  Each 
radar antenna was enclosed in an inflatable 55 foot neoprene radome.  To 
communicate with the shore, it was initially envisioned that a submarine cable 
would be used, but this proved to be economically impossible.  Instead, an 
AN/FRC-59 tropospheric scatter microwave system was used; three parabolic 
antennas were installed on the side of the platform.  Additional UHF and VHF 
communications equipment was installed to communicate with ships and aircraft
and were also used as backup communications with the shore station.

TT-2 and TT-3 were both located in relatively shallow water—TT-2, located on 
Georges Bank about 110 miles east of Cape Cod was in 60 feet of water, TT-3 
was located on Nantucket Shoals about 50 miles southeast of Nantucket in 80 
feet of water.  TT-4, however, was located 75 miles southeast of Long Island in 
185 feet of water—this would lead to problems later.

The photos below show TT-2 TT-3, and TT-4 from various angles.

Texas Tower 2, looking at the three radomes and the three parabolic AN/FRC-59 antenna 
arrays.  (Photo: USAF)



Next, here is an overhead photo of TT-3 showing the deck arrangement.  (Photo: USAF)

Finally, TT-4 from the sea. (Photo: NOAA Historic Coast & Geodetic Survey Collection)



Tower Control and Logistics

All of the Texas Towers were manned and controlled by personnel from the 
USAF’s Aerospace Defense Command.  TT2 was manned by the 762nd Radar 
Squadron out of the North Truro Air Force Station (AFS), Massachusetts; TT3’s 
personnel belonged to the 774th Radar Squadron based at Montauk AFS, New 
York; and TT4’s crews were pulled from the 646th Radar Station out of the 
Highlands AFS, New Jersey.

The towers could be supplied by air and sea.  From the sea, the Military Sea 
Transport Service provided the USNS New Bedford TAKL-17 and two smaller 
vessels for carrying cargo such as fuel oil, aviation gasoline, food and other 
material.  They also shuttled personnel to the sites when needed.

By air, the sites were serviced by the 4604th Support Squadron (Texas Towers) 
based at Otis AFB, Massachusetts.  Initially, the helicopters used were Piasecki 
H-21 “Flying Bananas”, but they were not well-suited to the role.  The landing 
facilities were limited in size, and the H-21’s were taxed to their limit in a strong 
wind, so in 1961 the Air Force began looking for a more suitable aircraft.  It 
didn’t take long.

Sikorsky Helicopters had just begun making deliveries of their new twin-turbine 
antisubmarine helicopters to the U.S. Navy.  Sikorsky knew, as did the USAF, 
that the days of piston-powered helicopters were numbered, and that the Air 
Force would eventually need a replacement for their H-21’s and H-34’s.  
Sikorsky’s production of SH-3’s (initially HSS-2 before 1962) outstripped the rate
of production for the dipping sonar units, and rather than let a ramp full of new 
aircraft sit idle, a deal-deal was made.  The USAF would initially have three 
aircraft (Bureau Numbers 149009, 149010, and 149012) bailed to them.  
Sikorsky installed a cargo floor and seating for up to 28, and covered the dipping
sonar well on the underside.  Thus modified, the aircraft were re-designated CH-
3A and given USAF Serial Numbers 62-12571, 62-12572, and 62-12573.  After 
initial evaluations, it was determined that three aircraft wouldn’t be sufficient to 
get the job done, so the USAF purchased another three Sea Kings, designated 
CH-3B (Serial Numbers 62-12574, 62-12575, and 62-576), which were 
delivered by Sikorsky within a month of the order.  The second batch of three 
was considered a “Good Faith” order by Sikorsky, who had also received an 
order for Sikorsky CH-3C’s at the same time.
 
With the Sea Kings in hand, the modified H-21’s (all were given flotation bags) 
were sent to Tyndall AFB and used to recover drones. 



By this time, though, the end of the Texas Towers was near…

Texas Tower Sea Kings

The Sikorsky Sea Kings were initially finished in the standard U.S. Navy scheme
of Engine Gray (FS16081) with orange nose and tail.  The USN Bureau 
Numbers were painted over and the USAF serial numbers were added.  The 
“NAVY” titles on the hulls were painted over and “USAF” titles replaced them—
in some cases, the standard 60 degree Navy lettering (USN Long Beach in 
digital speak) was used, in others it was modified slightly; the standard USAF 
type face (USAF Amarillo to you font fans) was not used when the helicopters 
were gray. 

Two of the initial CH-3A’s in the Engine Gray scheme.  (Photo:  Sikorsky)

The next two photos were taken while TT-2 was being dismantled (Photos: USAFHPA)



Later, they were repainted with aluminum lacquer and given “proper” USAF 
titles.  The helicopter shown below was named “Otis Falcon”, known for making 
a transatlantic flight to France in 1963. (Photos:  Top—Sikorsky; Bottom—
USAFHPA)



Modeling the CH-3A and CH-3B

Because these were for all intents and purposes bone-stock early Sea Kings, modeling a 
Texas Tower helicopter is also fairly straightforward.
  
In 1/48th scale, start with the Hasegawa kit.  Since the kit has the cabin door molded closed, 
not a lot will be seen.  You may, if you wish, open the door and add the cabin seats.  The 
seats were positioned along the hull sides and around the aft bulkhead, facing inward.  These
aircraft had the early short stabilators and sponsons—you can modify the kit stab, and 
Belcher Bits makes resin sponsons.  Delete/add cabin windows per the photos.

In 1/72 scale, you have a large field to choose from, with the Fujimi, Revell AG, Cyber Hobby, 
and new Airfix kits to choose from.  The easiest path is Fujimi—you can build it without having
to resort to resin or the spare parts yard.  You have to cover the dipping sonar hole and will 
need to detail the cabin if desired.  It is an older kit (it was originally released in 1981), very 
simple, but it is a quick and easy out of the box product.  The cabin is set up for an ASW 
helicopter, but offers the blanking plates to close off the holes for the dipping SONAR.

The Revell AG kit is more Westland Sea King than Sikorsky, so you’ll spend a lot of time 
making the changes required.  The work involved can make the project ponderous.  Unless 
you are heavily invested in a stash of Revell AG Sea Kings, and given that there are better 
kits out there, I would start with one of them instead. 
 
The Cyber Hobby kits are curious—they have a mix of Sikorsky and Westland features.  
Fortunately, they are not difficult to work through.  One of the things you will need to decide is 
whether you want to add some curvature to the nose forward of the windscreen—it is a little 
flat.  The SH-3D kit does offer cabin seats, but they’re a tad small.  If you close the door, this 
isn’t really noticeable. 

 The new Airfix kits—especially the HAR.3—are quite nice.  Again, you’ll have to “de-
Westland” it, but in the end, this might just be the best to use in 1/72 scale.

Whatever the scale and whichever kit you choose, the best reference is the “Famous Aircraft 
of the World #15” and Jodie’s posts on Tommy Thomason’s “Tailspin Topics” blog:

http://tailhooktopics.blogspot.com/2013/02/us-navy-asw-sh-3-sea-king-variations.html

https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2013/08/early-sh-3-configuration-by-jodie-peeler.html

https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2015/06/sikorsky-sh-3d-buno-152711-old-66.html

http://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2013/04/cyber-hobby-sh-3d-build-by-jodie-peeler.html

http://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2014/11/cyber-hobby-sh-3h-in-box-review-by.html

https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2016/04/new-airfix-sea-king.html

https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2016/05/creating-sikorsky-sh-3d-from-new-airfix.html

https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2016/05/creating-sikorsky-sh-3d-from-new-airfix.html
https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2016/04/new-airfix-sea-king.html
http://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2014/11/cyber-hobby-sh-3h-in-box-review-by.html
http://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2013/04/cyber-hobby-sh-3d-build-by-jodie-peeler.html
https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2015/06/sikorsky-sh-3d-buno-152711-old-66.html
https://tailspintopics.blogspot.com/2013/08/early-sh-3-configuration-by-jodie-peeler.html
http://tailhooktopics.blogspot.com/2013/02/us-navy-asw-sh-3-sea-king-variations.html


Keep in mind that Jodie’s model building articles on Tommy’s blog concern the later SH-3D, 
so take that into account when you build your CH-3A or CH-3B.

The End of the Texas Towers

In the end analysis, the needs of these stations were greatly underestimated.  Initially, it was 
thought a crew of 20-30 men could operate the station, but in reality, a crew of 70 was not 
unheard of.  The towers were cramped and uncomfortable.  The smell of diesel fumes 
permeated the living quarters.  Vibrations would be transmitted from the sea floor up into the 
platforms and then would be amplified.  The weather off the Northeastern U.S. coast could be 
harsh.

By 1960, TT-4 was in trouble.  Because it was located in deep water, the leg structure was 
altered during construction  While it was being towed to sea, two of the legs failed.  A 
discussion was held, and it was decided to repair them on site rather than return it to the 
shipyard.  The station was never very stable—it swayed and shook, and gained the nickname
of “Old Shakey”.

By the early months of 1960, the crew was reduced to 28.  The station had weathered several
hurricanes and Nor’easters, and the damage couldn’t be adequately addressed.  In 
September 1960, Hurricane Donna passed over the tower, causing further damage.  Early in 
1961, another Nor’easter approached.  The Tower’s commanding officer, Captain Gerald 
Phelan, requested that the station be evacuated, to no avail.  As the weather closed in, 
Phelan made additional requests for evacuation, and by the time they were granted, it was 
too late.  At 6:45 PM, the station radioed nearby ships that the station was breaking up.  
Texas Tower 4 collapsed and sank at around 7:20PM.  All aboard were killed.  Only two 
bodies were recovered.

The wreckage of TT-4 rests on the sea floor.  It has been a popular dive site, but due to the 
depth of the water, one must be experienced to safely dive on it.

TT-2 was decommissioned in 1963.  The station was readied for demolition.  The platform, 
scheduled for salvage, sank after initial demolition.  The legs were demolished.  It is a popular
SCUBA diving spot, given the shallow water.

TT-3 was likewise decommissioned in 1963. Remembering TT-2, the lower level of the 
platform was filled with buoyant foam this time, the legs were cut with explosives, and the 
platform towed to shore.  The legs were demolished.  TT-3 was the only platform recovered, 
but was later scrapped.

The CH-3’s were all eventually transferred to Hawaii and used for satellite 
tracking, where they served out their days in USAF colors.  

Ralph Nardone



Pics from last months meeting

      Jim Hamilton – Founderie – 1/48 scale Fouga Magister, Belgian Air Force.

      Donnie Greenway – Atlantis – 1/48 scale H-25 Mule.



            Matthew Goodman – Tamiya – 1/35 scale TYPE 16 MCV, J.S.D.F (In progress).

             Ralph Nardone – Airfix – 1/48 scale Spitfire Mk.Vb (Tropical).



                Tom Wingate – Trumpeter – 1/32 scale P-40B (In progress).

         Tom Wingate – Minicraft – 1/24 scale 1953 Triumph TR3-A.



           Norman Foote – Revell – 1/25 scale 57 Ford Custom (In progress).

        DC Locke – Revell – 1/48 scale PV-1 Ventura (In progress).



         John Melton – Tamiya – 1/48 scale Mitsubishi J2M Raiden (Jack) (In Progress). 

     Andy Townsend – Tamiya – 1/48 scale Panther



       Paul Deloreto – 1/110 scale HMS Bounty (In Progress).

        Brad Shealy – Kitty Hawk – 1/48 scale AH-1Z Cobra (In Progress).



Kevin Cook – Games Workshop – 28mm scale Warhammer 40k Chaos Deathguard





     Michael Carra – Eastern Express – 1/72 scale 1909 Bleriot Model XI.





Well thats all folks
 See you at the next meeting Wednesday 20th November

 John     
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